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PCI/PA-DSS and Card Data Security  

Mercury is a long-standing, validated Level One Service Provider, listed on Visa’s Global Registry of validated Service 

Providers, http://www.visa.com/splisting/,  and MasterCard's SDP Program (Site Data Protection) of compliant 

Service providers http://www.mastercard.com/us/company/en/docs/SP_Post_List_2012.pdf; Mercury is audited 

quarterly to maintain the highest level of platform security and compliance.  

 All payment applications processing with Mercury adhere to PA-DSS/PCI-DSS compliance standards. 

 Mercury is an industry leader in Card Data Security and maintains long-standing partnerships with trusted PA-

QSAs. 

 Mercury’s professional staff offers assistance in understanding the PA-DSS Validation/Certification process.  

 Integrating to PA-DSS/PCI Security Standards from the onset assures a preferred combination of compliance 

integrity and market advantage. 

Integration Support Services 

 Knowledgeable, dedicated team of developer support representatives. 

 MercuryDev.Net: A fully-functional development testing environment that emulates the MercuryPay platform 

with real-time reporting logs. 

 Platform-specific Credit, Debit, EBT, FSA and gift test cards and partial approval test trigger cards.  

 Comprehensive Developer Portal (currently being redesigned) to access to SDK documentation, Sample Codes, 

and  compliance information and certification scripts. 

MercuryPay Platform Products and Programs 

The MercuryShield™ suite of compliant security products: 

 TranSentry™, Mercury's PA-DSS validated integrated compliant middleware solution; a set of .NET libraries 

built into an integrator’s POS and then confirmed compliant by an internal review.   

 Point-to-Point Encryption (P2PE/E2E) used in conjunction with peripheral device manufactures to encrypt 

card data at the point of entry which can then only be decrypted by Mercury’s secure server network.  

Mercury is partnered with the major vendors in the payments encryption industry: MagTek, Ingenico and 

IDTech.  

 MToken™, Mercury’s proprietary tokenization technology works hand in hand with P2PE/E2E in the 

transaction response data, returning to the local POS a token record number in place of sensitive card data. 

Tokens may then be used for follow up transactions such as voids, adjusts, tip modification or recurring billing. 

The HostedCheckout™ suite of secure, Mercury-hosted, iFrame or redirect processing for mobile and eCommerce: 

 HostedCheckout for eCommerce 

 HostedCheckout for POS 

 HostedCheckout for Mobile 

MercuryGift™ comprehensive Gift program 

 Fully functioning Gift operations department 

 Gift transaction formats parallel credit transaction formats for ease of integration 

 Single and multi-store functionality with ACH disbursements 

 Online balance inquiry and history for gift card holders at mercury-gift.com 

MercuryLoyalty™ innovative mobile loyalty solution 

 Cloud-based architecture providing rich business analytics 

 Drives high customer participation 

 Enables customer retention and marketing via SMS Text, email, or social media 
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Overview of Payments Industry Rules and Regulations  

Important Card Data Security Considerations for all Point of Sale (POS) 

Developers 
It has become increasingly important for all participants in the payments industry to become vigilant in 
understanding and complying with all card brand, State and Federal industry regulations, as well as Payment 
Application Card Data Security (PA-DSS) requirements. Before a POS developer embarks on the process of building 
a POS, it is absolutely critical to have a solid working knowledge of why these regulations are in place and how 
complying with these regulations helps to mitigate potential payment processing risks and vulnerabilities.  

The purpose of this overview is to emphasize the critical nature of these regulations: Merchants are increasingly 
vulnerable to fraud, malware and being hacked.  It is the responsibility of the POS integrator to understand and 
comply with all industry laws, regulations and card data security standards.  The entire industry is working on 
tightening unwarranted and criminal access to unencrypted card data, clear text files, identity information, open 
WIFI networks, un-segmented internet networks, and all manner of stored data files.  Payment applications that 
expose any of these vulnerabilities are unacceptable by the current industry standards.   

Developers who wish to board merchants and process with Mercury are required to either  

 confirm validation with a certified Payment Application Qualified Security Assessor (PA-QSA),  

 use an existing validated, compliant application, such as Mercury's TranSentry or HostedCheckout, or 

 demonstrate a removal-of-scope compliance path by using a combination of Point-to-Point Encryption 
(P2PE/E2E) and Tokenization.   

There are multiple governing bodies overseeing the payments industry regulations:  the PCI Security Standards 
Council (PCI SSC), State and Federal legislation, and the card brands themselves (Visa, MasterCard, Discover and , 
American Express) and State and Federal legislation. It is important to review, understand and comply with these 
regulations as they apply to your payment application and as your POS system is implemented with your merchant 
base.  

☞  IMPORTANT NOTE  The information supplied below is not intended to be comprehensive or to act as a 

substitute for a developer’s need to thoroughly understand the payment industry, state or federal regulations. 

Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council 
The PCI Security Standards Council (PCI SSC) was established to oversee and implement merchant, developer and 
Service Provider security standards.   Under this council, standards have been formed to help ensure that payment 
processing is secure, thereby protecting cardholder data. It’s important to note that while these standards are 
maintained by the PCI SSC, it is up to each card brand such as Visa or MasterCard to enforce their use. Card brands 
require complete PCI compliance from anyone who stores, processes, or transmits cardholder data. Failure to comply 
can result in fines, especially in the event that card data is compromised or stolen. A link to the PCI Security Standards 
Council website is listed below. 

PCI Security Standards Council Governed Card Data Security Standards 

 PCI-DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard). This is the main document that lays out all the rules 
and regulations. Consider it the master document for PCI data security.  Everyone involved in the handling of card 
data is subject to these rules. 

 PA-DSS (Payment Application Data Security Standard). This document outlines the rules and regulations 
governing the approval of security for payment application software such as point-of-sale (POS) systems. By 
following this document, those companies and entities that focus primarily on writing payment application 
software can more easily and effectively validate the security of their products. PA-DSS validation can only be 
obtained through a PA-QSA. 
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 PCI PTS (Payment Card Industry PIN Transaction Security—formerly PED, PIN Entry Device). This standard 

complements the PCI-DSS and outlines the rules and regulations governing the approval of security for PIN 
entry. The PCI Council maintains a matrix of PTS certification versions and corresponding dates governing their 
deployment and use.  

United States Federal and State Laws 

The Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act of 2003 (FACTA) 
This law pertains to the physical printing of cardholder data and dictates, among other things, that “no person that 
accepts credit cards or debit cards for the transaction of business shall print more than the last five digits of the card 
number or the expiration date upon any receipt provided to the cardholder at the point of the sale or transaction.” 
While the intent of this law is to mask card data printed on the customer copy, there have been cases of merchants 
being sued when the customer has walked away with the merchant copy. 
☞ Note  More information is presented later in this section under Printing, Storing and Displaying Card Data.  

Tennessee - Tennessee Consumer Protection Act  
As of January 2007, “no person that accepts credit cards or debit cards for the transaction of business shall print or 
cause to be printed more than five (5) digits of the card number or the expiration date upon either the receipt 
retained by the merchant or the receipt provided to the cardholder at the point of the sale or transaction.” 
☞  Note  This law is more restrictive than the federal law and should be blended with PCI requirements. More 
information is presented later in this paper, in the section, Printing, Storing and Displaying Card Data. 

California – Song-Beverly Credit Card Act of 1971, section 1747.09.  
As of January 2009, this California law follows the same limitations as that of Tennessee’s law. 
☞  Note  This law is more restrictive than the federal law and should be blended with PCI requirements. More 
information is presented later in this paper, in the section, Printing, Storing and Displaying Card Data. 

Storing, Displaying and Printing Card Data: Integration Best Practices 
Storage and Display 
 The following items should never be stored:  

� Full track data from any track 

� PIN/PIN Block 

� Security code printed on back of card (CVV2, CVC2, CID) 

 Unencrypted storage of the account number is limited to the first six and last four digits of the card number. 
Everything in between must be masked. 

 Whenever a card number is displayed, it must be masked in the same fashion, first six and last four digits of the 
card number, unless there is a specific need to see the full card number. 

☞  Note  Printing masked card data is more restrictive than storage or display.  Do not print first six. Print last 
four only.  

 If a card number is stored unmasked, it must be encrypted in accordance with the PCI-DSS. The PABP (Payment 
Application Best Practices) can be referenced as it’s targeted at developers of POS systems. 

 When encrypting:  Approved standards are standardized algorithms (like in ISO and ANSI) and well-known 
commercially available standards (like Blowfish) that meet the intent of strong cryptography. Examples of 
approved standards are AES (128 bits and higher), TDES (two or three independent keys), RSA (1024 bits) and 
ElGamal (1024 bits) 
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 If the account number is stored, the cardholder name, and expiration date must also be encrypted. Mercury 

recommends encrypting these data elements regardless in an effort to protect consumer privacy. 

 Sensitive, encrypted card data can only be stored as long as there’s a business reason. For most systems, it’s best 
to delete the stored data after a successful batch closure. 

 Systems that support "Offline" or "Store and Forward" functionality are allowed prior to authorization, per the 

card associations and per PCI data storage requirements. That is, any pending, unauthorized offline transaction 

is considered "in-process" and may be stored.  Additional considerations apply:   

� Transactions processed offline or held prior to authorization where a real-time authorization is not obtained 

at the time of sale carry significantly higher risk.     

� Underwriting and risk criteria must also be met including: business type, dollar amounts being processed, 

and a relatively short time (1-10 days) before the offline transactions are authorized and settled.   

� For large dollar transactions, offline-capable systems should still utilize the card associations’ automated 

voice authorizations procedures.  

Printing Cardholder Receipt 
The Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act of 2003 (FACTA) was written with the intent of masking card data on the 

physical customer's receipt copy. There have been well-documented incidents of legal action that occurred as a result 

of this FACTA violation.  The current industry standard is to only display the last 4 digits of the card number and to 

completely mask the expiration date on customer receipt copies.  

 Print only the last four digits: 
ACT # : ************5220

 

 Print the expiration date masked: 
EXP : XX/XX

 

A complete example of a receipt can be found in most card brand regulations such as the Visa’s Card Acceptance 
Guide and the Chargeback Management Guidelines. These guides can be downloaded from Visa’s merchant site.  
http://usa.visa.com/download/merchants/card-acceptance-guidelines-for-visa-merchants.pdf 

http://usa.visa.com/download/merchants/chargeback-management-guidelines-for-visa-merchants.pdf  

Printing Merchant Receipt 
To protect consumers and to be safe from lawsuits, we recommend masking the card number and expiration date 

on the merchant receipt in the same way as the cardholder receipt. Alternatively, provide a configurable option in 

POS software to allow the card number and expiration date to be masked on the merchant copy. Make this the 

default option. 

We anticipate that more state laws, federal law, and card brand rules will follow.  In anticipation of additional 

legislation governing physical receipt requirements, Mercury recommends masking the merchant copy to avoid 

complications. 

Electronic Signature Capture 
When integrating to a peripheral device that supports signature capture, the interaction with the device will 

typically follow two separate operations: (1) the transaction authorization, followed by (2) the signature request.  

Although the signature request is a separate event, it is dependent on an approved authorization response, or in 

some cases, may be prompted independently, as in the case of HIPAA signature requirements.  When a signature is 

electronically captured for credit card processing, that signature must be securely bound to the complete 

transaction record for which it was captured and must be able to be regenerated in full upon request.   

Signature capture IS required for all credit transaction types unless the merchant qualifies for Quick Serve small-

ticket Quick Payment Service (QPS).  

Signature capture IS NOT required for Prepaid/Gift, PIN based Debit or EBT transactions. It is also not required for 

recurring transactions, or transactions originating from a card-on-file; but the terms and conditions of the 

recurring billing arrangement must be spelled out and agreed to by the card holder. 
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Just as with standard paper receipts, it is important to follow the same card brand operational regulations and 

State or Federal laws when storing, printing and regenerating receipts that originate in an electronic signature 

capture device.   

Just as with standard paper receipts, the electronic captured signature indicates the cardholder was present at 

the time of the transaction and agrees to payment. It is essential that the receipt and the associated signature be 
retrievable in the event of a chargeback request.  Therefore, it is important to validate that both a signature was 

captured and that in its regeneration, it clearly represents the original sales draft. If a signature was not captured 

and the cardholder opts to cancel the operation, or in the event that the signature request times out, you should 

build in a provision to prompt the sales clerk immediately and allow for the transaction to be reversed if required.  

A merchant using an electronic signature capture device must: 

 Only store and reproduce a signature in association with the transaction for which the signature was obtained. 

 Only reproduce a signature upon specific written request from the Acquirer or in response to a Retrieval 

Request. 

 Have proper controls in place to ensure the security of the stored signatures and other cardholder data, in 

accordance with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS).  

General Card Data Compliance Summary 
Use of Track1 and Track2 Data. Track data is for immediate use in building authorization requests only, and under no 
circumstances may either Track1 or Track2 data be stored for any length of time subsequent to authorization.  

Cardholder Verification Value. Cardholder Verification Value codes (i.e., 

CVV2, CVC2, CID) are the three- or four-digit numbers printed on the 

signature line on the back of a card. These are used for security purposes in 

transactions when a card cannot be swiped due to a damaged magnetic 

stripe, or when the card is not physically present (e.g. eCommerce). As in the 
case of track data, CVV is for immediate use in an authorization, and must 
not be stored for any length of time.  

PIN Data. PIN Verification Values (PVV), PIN Blocks, and derived encryption 

keys must not be stored for any length of time subsequent to authorization 

whether encrypted or not.  

Cardholder Data Storage and Retention. Cardholder data is defined as any personally identifiable data associated 

with a cardholder. It includes account numbers, expiration dates, addresses, names, social security numbers, etc. 

When cardholder data is stored by the merchant for any length of time, proper security measures must be taken.  

 If full card numbers are stored, they must be encrypted using a strong encryption method (at least 128-bit 
TDES, 256-bit AES, etc.). At a minimum, the account number must be encrypted, but it is advisable that all 

cardholder data be encrypted.  

 For the purposes of performing tip adjustments, restaurants maintain full card numbers until the batch is closed, 

Log files must not contain credit card numbers—they should be truncated if they appear in log files.  

Retail/QSR. Validated retail/QSR (quick-service restaurant) merchants who process Sale transactions may find it 

useful to store encrypted card data until the batch is closed. Since Voids and Adjusts can only be performed while the 

batch is open, there is no need to retain card data after the batch is closed. Tokenization may always be used as a 

secure alternative.  

Restaurants. In order to perform PreAuthCapture, Adjust and VoidSale, table-service restaurants processing with 

validated systems will need to store full card numbers, expiration dates, and other transaction info until the batch is 

closed. At minimum, the card numbers must be encrypted using a strong encryption method during this time. Since 

Adjust and VoidSale transactions can only be performed while the batch is open, the card numbers should be 

truncated or discarded entirely after the batch is closed. Tokenization may always be used as a secure alternative. 

 When displayed unencrypted, card numbers must be truncated, or masked, to show no more than the first six 
and last four digits of the number. This does not apply to employees who need to see full numbers, so the 

3 Recommendation 
 The recommended best practice is 

to store as little cardholder data 
for as short a time as possible.  

 The recommended best practice is 

to truncate or delete card 
numbers as soon as the batch 
closes.  
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option to view card numbers both unencrypted and unmasked can be a managerial feature. However, it is 

prudent not to allow easy bulk exports or bulk printing of unencrypted card numbers. Tokenization may always 

be used as a secure alternative. 

 The perpetual storage of card data, even in encrypted form, puts the merchant at risk. According to the card 

associations, card data can only be stored as long as there is a legitimate business need. Mercury recommends 

that encrypted card data be deleted immediately upon batch close.  

� However, merchants who employ electronic signature capture and who do not have paper receipts may 

retain the electronic receipt records for two years. This is because merchants are required for legal reasons 

to securely store receipts (whether paper copy, or digital image including signature) for two years. 

 As an alternative to encrypted storage of cardholder data, the card numbers can be truncated at the beginning of 

storage: no more than the first six and last four digits may be stored unencrypted. 

Card Data Security Related Links 
PCI Security Standards Council  (PCI SSC)  
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/  

PCI SSC Document Library  
 https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/security_standards/documents.php  

Includes access to: 
 PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard) v.2 

 PA DSS (Payment Application Data Security Standard) v.2 

 PCI PTS (PIN Transaction Security)  

 PCI DSS Supporting Documentation 

 PCI DSS Self-Assessment Questionnaires (SAQ) 

Visa Payment Application Security Mandates 
http://usa.visa.com/merchants/risk_management/cisp.html?ep=v_sym_cisp  

Visa Merchants 
http://usa.visa.com/merchants/  

The Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act of 2003 (FACTA) 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-108publ159/pdf/PLAW-108publ159.pdf  
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Declined TextResponse values vary according to the source of the message and whether the decline was due 
to an issuer-level response or if there was an error in the processing of the transaction.  Below is a 
condensed list: 

Value Description 
DECLINE Authorization was declined based on issuing bank response. Card brand 

regulations stipulate that declines should not be re-attempted but should 
be followed-up with a request for a second form of payment. 

CALL xxx Referrals Issuer has placed a notice on the card and requests the merchant to call for 
a Voice Authorization.  xxx = " ND," " AE," or  " Discover". 

PIC UP Authorization Declined; authorization network requests picking up the card 
and reporting. See card brand regulations for details and appropriate 
action. 

DECLINED-CV2 FAIL Card brand response for CVV2 mismatch.  (AMEX uses INVLD CID) 

INVALID EXP DATE Expiration date entered is incorrect, invalid or no longer current. 

INVALID PIN Incorrect PIN entered on Debit or EBT transaction. 

UNAUTH USER Merchant setting does not allow debit (may also be seen with EBT). 

"NO TRAN FOUND" Failed Reversal attempt. 

"INV ITEM NUMBER" Typically triggered by an invalid RefNo used in VoidSales or an Adjust. 
Figure 6. Table of Declined TextResponses 

3 Recommendation  It is important that POS developers interpret and pass appropriate response messages, as well 
as corresponding alerts and prompts to the end-users of their system.  Merchants should be able to see the 
TextResponse of decline messages such as DECLINED CV2FAIL, Call ND, PIC UP, etc., so they can take appropriate 
action if needed. 

<TranResponse> tags 
The <TranResponse> portion of the response contains all relevant transaction details including: 

1. <MerchantID> is returned without the “=” sign and "Nick Name". 

2. <AcctNo>,<ExpDate> and <AuthCode> For PA-DSS validated application, this data may be stored with strong 
encryption until batch close in order to support a possible VoidSale, Adjust, or PreAuthCapture.   

a. If using MToken or a Point-to-Point encryption device: 

 <AcctNo> returns the Account number with the first six digits and last four digits of the number, with 
the rest masked (XXXXXX) and, 

 <ExpDate> will always be truncated.   

☞   Note  If <ExpDate> is required for recurring billing account maintenance tables, parse the 
expiration date from the initial transaction request.  

b. <AuthCode>  When used in conjunction with a Reversal, VoidSale or PreAuthCapture is always returned in 
the <TranInfo> section, typically with AcqRefData and ProcessData. 

3. <CardType> and <TranCode> indicate the card type entered and the DSIClientX transaction code submitted . 

4. <Capture Status> will inform the POS if the transaction was Captured or NotCaptured. 

5. <RefNo> and <InvoiceNo>   The <Refno> returned in the TranResponse is the actual, true transaction reference 
number returned for any approved transaction in the current open batch.  For any subsequent transactions such 
as VoidSale or Adjusts, this true <RefNo> must be used in place of the filler value.  The <InvoiceNo> is passed 
back directly from the original request.  

6. <Amount > tags always return both the original purchase amount and the actual authorized amount.  Additional 
amount values vary based on the  transaction and TranCode used, such as in Gratuity, CashBack and Balance.   
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Web Services Primary and Secondary URLs 
Two Primary and Secondary Web Services URLs are used for backup redundancy and reliability.  Mercury's Web 
Services W1 and W2 servers are geographically separate, yet act as parallel, fully functioning entry points to 
Mercury's processing platform.   

 

Server URL 
Production Web Services W1      https://w1.mercurypay.com/ws/ws.asmx   
Production Web Services W2 https://w2.backuppay.com/ws/ws.asmx  
Development Testing W1 Primary Server 
(Only the primary is used in testing) 

https://w1.mercurydev.net/ws/ws.asmx  
 

Mercury’s Web Services Direct Libraries 
Production WSDL  https://w1.mercurypay.com/ws/ws.asmx?WSDL 
Development Test /Certification  WSDL  https://w1.mercurydev.net/ws/ws.asmx?WSDL  

Figure 8. Web Services URLs 

 

! ☞  Important Note   
Failover between primary and secondary WS servers 
Web Services (WS) developers need to monitor and build in provisions to failover to the alternate Web Server in the 
rare event of a Mercury server connection failure.  If there is a connection failure, it is recommended to fail over to 
the alternate server and remain at that URL.  It is not necessary to fail back to the previous server or to continue to 
"try and catch" the available server.  If both WS servers are returning http response connectivity errors, contact 
Mercury immediately.  

 If a POS system receives a WS http error (e.g. 503, 500, 404) indicating the connectivity to the WS server has 
failed, is lost or unavailable, then this is a good indication to immediately rollover to the secondary server.  
(Exceptions to this would of course include formatting or parsing errors, e.g. 400-Bad Request, in which case, 
rolling over to an alternative WS server would not correct the root cause of the error.)  

 Note that WS connectivity errors can happen at several points along the transaction routing path, making the 
diagnosis of the need to failover more complex.  Mercury’s WS servers receive, reformat and process requests to 
the back-end authorization networks. Connectivity error responses beyond Mercury’s servers typically do not 
indicate a need to fail over.  

 Error responses originating beyond the WS server returned from the Client, Server or Processor with 
TextResponse of No Connection to Global also do not indicate a need to fail over to an alternative WS server. 
This response message indicates that the transaction has been routed correctly by Mercury WS server but is 
failing to reach the back end processing network, a response that would be returned regardless of server.  

In summary, Mercury’s primary and secondary WS URLs are entry points to a much larger network and though the 
need to fail over is indeed rare, determining the need to roll over to an alternative WS server may simply be 
summarized as:  

 in the event of any connection error response, or in the event of any response that is not an Approved, 
Captured or Declined, roll over to the alternate URL.   

 

Using Mercury’s Web Services Libraries  
Web Services are Web APIs that can be accessed over a network and/or the internet, and are executed on a 
remote system hosting the requested services. Mercury’s Web Service development URL is 
https://w1.mercurydev.net/ws/ws.asmx  with the full WSDL accessed at: 
https://w1.mercurydev.net/ws/ws.asmx?WSDL  

Any development environment supporting Web Services can add a reference to that URL and have access to the 
methods and classes it provides.  
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Credit/Debit Transaction Types and TranCodes 

Transaction Requirements Vary by Merchant Category 
Retail POS developers are required to support at a minimum Sale, Return, VoiceAuth, VoidSale/Reversal and Partial 
Authorization.   

 Debit, EBT and CheckAuth may also be supported.   

 VoidReturn and Adjust transactions may also be supported as they have proven helpful for merchants and 
provide functionality that minimizes the merchants need for developer or processor customer support resources.   

Restaurant POS developers are required to support either PreAuth/PreAuthCapture or Sale/Adjust transactions. 
Additionally, Partial Authorization, Return, VoidSale/Reversal and VoiceAuth transactions are required.  

 Mercury also encourages supporting VoidReturn and Adjust transactions within restaurant environments. 

MOTO and eCommerce environments are card-not-present, key-entered transactions. The best qualifying processing 
rates often rely on the use of industry recommended fraud protection validation services: Card Security Code (CVV) 
and Address Verification Service (AVS).   

 PreAuth and PreAuthCapture are required whenever delivery/shipment is greater than 24 hours from the initial 
authorization.  

 eCommerce is not required to support Partial Approvals, but Reversal/VoidSales should still be supported in the 
event of CVV and AVS mismatch. 

Credit Transactions and TranCodes 
Below is a review of the standard transactions  supported (DSIClientX TranType) and specific transaction codes 
(DSIClientX TranCodes). 

Sale.  A Sale is a credit purchase, which authorizes and completes the transaction in one step. Upon approval, the Sale 
will be logged with a reference number (RefNo), and added to the open batch for settlement. Once captured, original 
Sales transactions may be adjusted, reversed or voided using the reference number and additional response details.  

PreAuth and PreAuthCapture.  The credit purchase occurs in two steps, authorization and capture. This is most 
frequently used in table service restaurants to modify a sale with a tip; it is also used by eCommerce merchants 
when their ship-date is more than 24 hours after the on-line order.  

Return. A Return is the opposite of a Sale. It is an independent, non-referenced transaction used to credit a 
cardholder’s account. DO NOT USE a Return to void a transaction in the current open batch.  Returns should be used 
if the original purchase was processed before the merchant’s current open batch. Once captured, original Return 
transactions may be voided using the reference number and additional response details (VoidReturn). 
Voice Authorization <VoiceAuth>.  A VoiceAuth, also referred to as a Force, is a credit purchase request sent 
through the POS after a merchant has been required to call in to obtain a voice authorization.  
 A voice authorization is used primarily when Mercury returns a “Decline-Call referral” message with a 

TextResponse such as “Call ND,” “Call AMEX” or “Call Discover.” In these cases, the  merchant contacts the 
automated voice-authorization system (using the number included in their Mercury Welcome kit) to obtain a six-
digit authorization code (AuthCode).   

 Receiving the AuthCode assures the merchant that the card is good and has credit available. The voice 
authorization reserves funds for the merchant.  

 To obtain the funds, the merchant must manually enter the AuthCode into their POS to capture the transaction.  
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 Sale, followed by the occasional Adjust – is most efficient for quick-serve, fast-paced restaurant environments 
where an added gratuity is less common.  

While PreAuth is always dependent on a corresponding PreAuthCapture for completion and funding of the 
transaction, a Sale is not dependent on an Adjust for finalization.  

PreAuth and PreAuthCapture  
The PreAuth/PreAuthCapture sequence authorizes the initial purchase amount with the PreAuth, and then uses 
PreAuthCapture to add a gratuity amount (tip) and finalize the transaction. The PreAuth only holds funds on the 
cardholder account; the PreAuthCapture is required for the merchant to get funded. 

PreAuthCapture Details: The PreAuthCapture transaction includes the following for a fully-qualified (best rate) 
transaction:  

 the account number 
 expiration date 
 final purchase amount (or original purchase amount when supplying gratuity) 
 original authorization amount  
 gratuity/tip amount (if applicable)  
 authorization code from the original PreAuth response 
 Acquirer Reference Data (AcqRefData) from in the original PreAuth response 

! ☞  Important PCI PA-DSS Note  PreAuthCapture and Adjust requests may never be submitted with full track data. 
Storage of full cardholder Track Data in any form is non-compliant with the Payment Card Industry Council’s 
Payment Application Data Security Standards (PA-DSS).  Mercury’s support of MToken technology eliminates the 
need to store sensitive card data. 

PreAuth and PreAuthCapture XML Examples 
The following illustrates the XML request and response formats of a swiped PreAuth and subsequent 
PreAuthCapture. This example uses an encrypted initial request and subsequent tokenization processing sequence.  

Swiped Encrypted PreAuth Request 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<TStream> 
 <Transaction> 
  <MerchantID>395347308=E2ETKN</MerchantID> 
  <TranType>Credit</TranType> 
  <TranCode>PreAuth</TranCode> 
  <InvoiceNo>16</InvoiceNo> 
  <RefNo>16</RefNo> //use RefNo=InvoiceNo on PreAuth requests 
  <Memo>MPS Example XML v1.0</Memo> 
        <PartialAuth>Allow</PartialAuth> //Required to "Allow" partial approvals 

  <Frequency>OneTime</Frequency> //use to request a Token for "one time" use(6 
months) 

  <RecordNo>RecordNumberRequested</RecordNo> 
  <Account> //use for encrypted data elements in place of Track1 or Track2 
   <EncryptedFormat>MagneSafe</EncryptedFormat> 

  <AccountSource>Swiped</AccountSource> 
  <EncryptedBlock>F40DDBA1F645CC8DB85A6459D45AFF8002C244A0F74402B479 
ABC9915EC9567C81BE99CE4483AF3D</EncryptedBlock> //for E2E (P2PE), always use 

Track2 block 

<EncryptedKey>9012090B01C4F200002B</EncryptedKey>  
</Account> 

  <Amount> 
   <Purchase>2.00</Purchase> //Purchase=Authorize on request 
   <Authorize>2.00</Authorize> 

  </Amount> 
 </Transaction> 
</TStream> 
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Manufacturer Device Remarks 
IPAD-KB  PIN Entry/Manual Entry 
IPAD-SC Signature Capture/PIN Entry/Manual Entry 

iDynamo®  for Apple iOS based development 

uDynamo  for universal audio jack use on iOS, Droid Android, Blackberry and Window’s 
Tablets (not available yet – in beta trials at the time of this writing) 

Additional insert readers and OEM components available with the Mercury encryption. 
Figure 21. Supported Encryption Devices 

Device Encryption Keys 

 All devices have a manufacturer-specific encryption key. This is true for both the E2E MSR key and the PIN 
Debit key. This device key, often referred to as the KSN, is identified by the first seven non-masked digits, and 
varies by manufacturer. 

 Devices are distributed for either testing or for production. Per PCI requirements, testing devices may only be 
used in testing environments, and production devices may only be used in production environments. Devices 
vary in how they are labeled by the manufacturer or distributing vendor, and often the only thing that 
distinguishes the devices are the keys injected into them at the time of manufacture. (All units provided by 
your Developer Support representative are pre-injected with development test keys).  

 Developers have access to the KSN from the output format of the encryption device they are using, as this is 
used when building an XML request to Mercury. The KSN can be used to determine that the device has been 
injected correctly. The following table lists the KSNs by manufacturer: 

Manufacturer Device 
Output 
mode 

E2E Production 
KSN/KeyID 

TEST 
KSN/KeyID 

Debit Prod 
KSN/KeyID 

Debit TEST 
KSN KeyID 

IDTech SecureMag HID/KB 1112021 6299491   
Sign & Pay  HID  1112021 6299491  3D0100 
Shuttle HID 1112021 6299491   

Ingenico iSC250/350 RBA  21111010  3D0100 
iSMP RBA/mobile  21111010  3D0100 

MagTek BulleT BlueTooth 90121100 90120900   
Dynamag HID/KB 90121100 90120900   
IPAD, IPAD-SC HID 95005900 95005300 3D0164 3D0100 
IPAD-KB KB 95005900 95005300 3D0164 3D0100 
 iDynamo  iOS 90121100 90120900   
uDynamo Cross OS 90121100 90120900   

Vendors 
Global     3D0101 3D0100 

JRs POS Depot   1112051 2111101 3D0104 3D0100 
POSData     3D0105 3D0100 

TASQ     3D0109 3D0100 
Figure 22. E2E and PIN Debit Device Encryption Keys 

 

☞ Notes 
 MagTek uses a separate key for MSR and different key for all PIN entry devices.  
 When a third-party injection vendor is used, their key supersedes the manufacturer’s key.  
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Supported Transactions 
At a minimum, it is necessary to support: 

  Issue,  

 NoNSFSale or Sale,  

 Return, and  

 Balance.  

It is recommended to also support gift card void functionality (VoidIssue, VoidSale, VoidReload, and VoidReturn).  

TranCode Descriptions 
TranCode Description Notes 
Issue Issue is the very first transaction performed on 

a new card. It activates the account and loads 
a specified balance onto the card.  

 The card may not be issued already. 

 The issue amount must not exceed the 
merchant’s maximum issue amount (see 
Setup Attributes section below for how the 
maximum issue amount is determined). 

 If no transaction history is logged, the Issue 
may be cancelled by running a VoidIssue  

Sale 
(Redemption) 

Takes value off of the card, reducing the 
available balance. 

 The card must already be issued.  

 Card must have sufficient balance to cover the 
purchase request. 

 Declines the card in case of insufficient 
balance.  See NoNSFSale 

NoNSFSale    Approves for the existing balance remaining 
on card.   

 Allows the POS to manage a “Balance Due” 
split-tender if there is an insufficient balance 
on the card to cover the entire purchase 
amount.  

 Required in California and mandates or 
state laws  as an aid in bringing the account 
balance down to 0.00.  Customers may opt 
to “cash out” remaining balances. under 
$10.00 and  Developers should build in 
provisions to allow this using Balance and a 
POS-side “Paid out” that runs a matching 
NoNSFSale to bring the card to 0.00.  

 For example, a Gift card has a balance of 
$60.00.  The cardholder uses the card to 
perform a $100 purchase; the NoNSFSale will 
authorize for the available balance of $60.00, 
reducing the gift card balance to $0.00. The 
POS must include logic which prompts for the 
remaining amount due, which is $40.00 in 
this example.  

 If the gift card balance is sufficient to cover 
the full amount of the sale, NoNSFSale 
functions as a normal sale transaction.  

 In either case, a NoNSFSale can be cancelled 
using a PrePaid VoidSale transaction or by 
Reloading the card. 

 

Reload  
(Increment, 
Add Value) 

Adds value to a card, increasing the balance. The card must already be issued. 

Return   Adds more value to a card, increasing the 
balance.  

 Used when merchandise is returned and the 
value is added to a gift card in place of cash. 

 The card must already be issued.  

 Return has the exact same effect on the gift 
card as Reload. However, returning a product 
originally purchased with a gift card Sale or 
NoNSFSale, it will have different tax and 
inventory effects compared to a simple Reload 
(Add Value) transaction, if the POS handles this 
level of accounting detail.  
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TranCode Description Notes 

VoidSale, 
VoidReload, 
VoidReturn   

Cancels a previously approved 

Sale/Reload/Return, adding the voided 

amount back to the card. 

 

Voids must specify the RefNo (reference number) 

and AuthCode (authorization code) returned in 

the TranResponse of the original transaction, as 

well as the card number and original transaction 

amount.  

VoidIssue Voids a gift card issue. This cancels the 

issuance of a card, returning the account 

balance to 0.00 and puts the card into a non-

issued state. 

This can only be done if there have been no other 

transactions on the card since the original Issue 

transaction.  

Balance  A balance inquiry, responding with the 

outstanding balance of a card.  

 In states requiring “cash-out” functionality, 
Balance may be used to confirm the balance 

on the card, then run a POS side “Cashout” 
by sending a NoNSFSale for the available 

balance, bringing the card to 0.00 and a 

“paid out” at the POS for the amount of the 
card balance. 

 A Purchase amount is not required in the 

request.  

 There is a maximum balance allowed on the 

card, determined by the merchant and the 

card usage parameters. (see additional details 

of default values in the card attributes below) 

 The balance inquiry is independent of a card's 

expiration date so a balance will be returned 

even for cards that have an enforced expiration 

date.  (see additional details in the card 

attributes below) 

☞  Note  Mercury’s gift server returns the 
available balance in the response for all gift card 

transactions. It is recommended to always print 

the available balance on all receipts. Please 

review State regulations for additional specific 

requirements.  

Figure 48. PrePaid/Gift Trancodes  

3Recommendation 
Some States are now mandating a POS function to “cash out” prepaid gift cards when amounts are $10 or less. At 
the time of this writing, California and Massachusetts require this. Mercury recommends supporting the 

NoNSFSale combined with Balance Inquiry. NoNSFSale also provides greater convenience to merchants and 

customers in the event of an insufficient gift card balance. L For more information see Gift Card Laws by State: 
http://www.scripsmart.com/state_gift_card_laws 

PrePaid Track2 and Manual Formats  
Mercury and many third parties typically use a non-ISO financial format when encoding gift cards.  Mercury cards are 
encoded with Track2 data only, yet the various standards in the field are broad.  The following is a typical Track2 read 

found on Mercury encoded gift cards: 

;6050110000005888457=250110126? 

Track2 is the predominant encoding format for used for processing gift transactions.  Note that while there is an 

expiration specified in the XML format, and something must be sent, this information is not used.  

Mercury Standard Issue Card ranges  
 Mercury’s PrePaid BIN uses a standard of 19 digits, starting with 6050110XXXXXXXXXXX. (Mercury’s “legacy” BIN 

(circa 2006) began with a prefix of “77XXXXXXXXX” and was 11 digits in length. ) 

 BIN prefixes can serve as validation that the swiped card is a MercuryGift card.   
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Pre-Existing Cards and Third-Party Gift Cards  
It is critical to ensure that pre-existing and non-Mercury encoded cards have viable and readable Track2 data. When a 
merchant has participated in another provider’s gift card program prior to processing with Mercury, consider the 
following: 

1. If the encoded magnetic stripe data contains more thanTrack2 data, it is important to parse out the Track2 
string for processing to Mercury. 

2. Mercury’s gift servers may be able to support the previously issued cards without having to physically re-
encode the magnetic stripes and/or reprint the card numbers. In order to determine this, Mercury’s gift 
department request the developer to provide four or five gift cards in sequence, for inspection. 

a. In the event that the pre-existing cards are not compatible with Mercury’s platform, Mercury may be able 
to re-encode the Track2 portion of the merchant’s cards. 

b. In the event that the pre-existing cards are compatible with Mercury’s platform,  the merchant only needs 
to supply a spreadsheet listing the card numbers and current balances. Mercury can then import the 
outstanding accounts and balances.  

Duplicate Transaction Checking Logic  
Mercury’s gift server duplicate logic checks the card number, total amount, and invoice number and date. A duplicate 
is defined as the same card number, the same amount, and the same invoice number processed on the same day. 
The duplicate response message from the gift server differs from that provided on the credit server. The duplicate gift 
transaction will decline and return in the CmdResponse: 

<CmdResponse> 
 <ResponseOrigin>Processor</ResponseOrigin> 
 <DSIXReturnCode>000000</DSIXReturnCode> 
 <CmdStatus>Declined</CmdStatus> 
 <TextResponse>Duplicate Transaction</TextResponse> 
 <UserTraceData></UserTraceData> 
</CmdResponse> 

Figure 49. Example XML: Duplicate Transaction Declined 

The Duplicate Transaction response indicates that the same card account, amount and invoice is already logged as 
an approved transaction and a duplicate has been detected.  If the transaction is valid, (that is, if the cardholder is 
legitimately running a second transaction for the same amount on the same gift card), then incrementing the 
InvoiceNo will resolve the decline.  If the decline was returned after a Time out on Response message, this indicates 
that the original gift transaction was authorized and does not require the transaction to be resubmitted.    

Card Encoding and Security Features – CRC and CVV Data 
For fraud protection on Mercury generated gift cards, there is a “printed” set of numbers and an “encoded” set of 
numbers.   

Printed on the front of the card is the card number followed by a dash and then a series of three to five numbers.   
 The actual account card number used for processing PrePaid transactions is the number to the left of the dash.   

The numbers to the right of the dash are the Merchants Business ID.  Both numbers are used when checking for 
balance inquiries online (www.mercury-gift.com ).  
Printed on the back of the card, just below the encoding magnetic stripe: 
1. On the left side is the account number followed by a dash then the Business ID  
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U.S. PIN Debit  

PIN Encryption and Supported Peripherals 
PIN debit encryption uses a triple algorithmic block cipher based on the strictly regulated injection procedures of the 
Data Encryption Standards (DES).  This procedure is referred to as Triple DES (TDES). (Although similar to the process 
used for End-to-End Encryption/Point-to-Point Encryption, PIN Encryption is specific to U.S. PIN based debit ONLY and 
must remain distinct in both the request and response formats.) 

 All of Mercury’s vendors that are used as injection facilities to load PIN encryption keys and act as custodians to 
the PIN encryption process are certified by an external auditor per the Accredited Standards Committee PIN 
Security Compliance Guidelines or T-G3 certification.   

 The PCI Council also maintains compliance standards for PIN 
entry devices (PED) for the broader peripheral device market 
called PIN Transaction Security (PTS). Systems must 
implement a PTS validated device in order to process with 
Mercury.  

The TDES format is the standard used by the banking and payment securities industry to encrypt the end user’s 
Personal Identification Number (PIN).  Though common PIN length is four-digits, ISO standards allow PIN length up to 
12-digits.  

The PTS device is used by developers for extracting two data elements: PINBlock and DervdKey. 

 The encrypted PIN, sent as a value in the XML tag PINBlock, is generated at the time of the transaction and 
passed for processing along with a derived key, which is also generated at the time of the transaction.   

 The encrypted PIN key is sent using a XML data element of DervdKey.    

 This key management format is called "Derived Unique Key Per Transaction" or DUKPT.   

For U.S. PIN debit, when a cardholder enters their PIN, the PTS-compliant peripheral device generates  the PINBlock 
and DervdKey in the established TDES and DUKPT formats. Based on the specifications of the PIN entry device, 
developers code to recognize, parse and pass the PINBlock and DervdKey in the debit transaction request.   

Developers doing a direct integration to Mercury who wish to support U.S. PIN debit may choose any device so long 
that it is PTS compliant and supports TDES/DUKPT key management.  Developers are thus free to do direct 
integrations to the PIN entry device of their choice using the device manufacturer's SDKs, drivers and APIs. (The one 
exception is when PIN debit is combined with E2E peripherals.  In this case, supported PIN entry manufacturers 
include MagTek, IDTech and Ingenico). 

To allow proper functionality for PIN debit, and to avoid PIN encryption errors with a mismatched DervdKey and 
PINBlock, PINpads must be injected with the appropriate Mercury TDES PIN encryption key.  

 For testing PIN devices over Mercury’s developer platform: use the Mercury-Global East TDES Test 
Encryption Key (Key serial Numbers [KSNs]) starting with=3D0100)  

☞  Note  KSNs are used to designate a specific key and are typically the first six digits of the full 16-digit 
Derived Key.  In production, KSNs vary by vendor. 

  

3 Recommendation 
 When handling the PINpad integration directly, the derived key must be exactly 16 characters in length. 

  PINpad ISO standards allow for a 20 character string typically using a filler value of “FFFF” as the first 
four characters.  

 Integrators will need to parse the right-most 16 characters of these strings before they are placed into 
the transaction XML request. 

 

L For more information 
For current regulations pertaining to 
PTS/PED compliance standards, please see 
the PCI Security Standards Council: 
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org 
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Electronic Benefits (EBT): Food Stamps and Cash Benefits 
All EBT cards require cardholder PIN entry.  Benefits Cards may be strictly a food stamp designated card, a debit-like 
cash benefits card, or a combination of both.  They may be manually entered, but do not enforce an expiration date 
or security code verification requirements. EBT cards fall into a gray area in terms of compliance since they are not co-
branded credit cards, are governed by the State that issues them, and are not required to adhere to the ISO standards 
for financial cards.   

As a way of eliminating the need for a package of State issued coupons, EBT customers now have the convenience of 
a State-issued benefits card in order to purchase eligible food items from grocery stores and convenience stores. In 
order to accept this form of tender, merchants must register with their state’s Food and Nutrition Services (FNS) 
agency and obtain a state-issued FNS number.  Not all grocery items are eligible, and developers must work with state 
FNS agencies prior to development to understand the state's eligible product criteria.  

☞  Note At this time WIC and TANF programs are not supported as these programs require a direct access to State 
allocated funds that are routed directly through proprietary and State- specific terminals. 

The EBT Cash benefits customer can use the card like a debit card. EBT Cash customers can receive withdrawals from 
an ATM, pay for goods and services, and receive cash back with a purchase, from participating merchants with any 
POS system that supports this functionality. Merchants are not required to register with a state agency. Mercury 
recommends that all systems integrated to PIN debit also support EBT cash transactions.  

Non-ISO Card Formatting for EBT cards 
State-issued EBT cards are not required to follow the Financial card ISO formats that are the expected standard for 
credit and debit cards.  EBT cards are government-encoded, stored-value cards:  

 they are loaded monthly,  

 do not use an expiration date, and  

 have limited use based on eligibility.  

Because of this many states omit the Track1 format code "B" that is typical of all other financial cards.  For this 
reason, Track2 must always be used and parsed when sending EBT transaction requests.  

 

☞  Notes   
 Unlike PIN debit, Food Stamp Sale, Food Stamp Return and EBT Cash Sale transactions can be manually entered if 

necessary.  Industry statistics estimate that approximately 30% of EBT Card transactions are manually entered,  
making it important to support them from a business perspective. Whether swiped or manually entered, 
customers must still enter their PIN to complete the transaction. 

 EBT Cash Return is not supported.  In this case, cash is returned to the cardholder directly.  Cash back is only 
allowed on EBT Cash Sale requests.  

Required EBT Transactions and Balance Recommendations  
EBT is a specialized TransactionType with several unique DSIClientX 
TranCodes.  

If supporting food stamp transactions, the following transactions are 
required for certification:  

 Foodstamp Sale,  

 Foodstamp Return, and  

 FoodstampVoucher Sales  

If supporting cash benefit transactions, EBT Cash Sale is required for 
certification.  

3 Recommendation 
From an end user perspective, it is 
important to support Foodstamp 
Balance and Cash Balance as 
separate transaction requests.  That 
said, balance amounts are returned 
by the processor on all EBT 
transactions and should be printed 
on all EBT receipts, whether 
approved or declined.  
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Food Stamp Voucher Sales  
FoodStamp Voucher Sales are similar to VoiceAuth transactions. Merchants obtain a booklet of numbered food 
stamp vouchers from their State Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) Agency used to log the required information 
(usually in triplicate), then calls the designated  state authorization agency to receive an automated authorization 
code.  FoodStamp Voucher Sales is a certification requirement for POS systems that support EBT.   

To get paid on the authorization, merchants must submit the transaction on the POS, including all required data:   

1. card number,  

2. authorization code, and  

3. voucher number from the printed voucher.  

This is the only EBT transaction where a PIN is not required. 

For a comprehensive list of EBT XML examples, please contact your developer support representative.   
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The example below is typical for companies such as ISIS Mobil http://www.paywithisis.com/  (partnered with 

AT&T, Verizon and T-Mobile and supported my all major card brands). 

Figure 63. Illustration of Contactless Payment process flow 

Confirmation of Contactless Capable and Transaction XML requirements 

Developers certify their system’s POS entry capability for supporting contactless transactions, regardless of 

whether all transactions are contactless, magnetically swiped or manually entered.  Systems which support 

contactless payments must be flagged as “Contactless Capable” in Mercury’s back-end network configurations.  

Similarly, as new merchants are boarded, the merchant’s primary MerchantID record is flagged as being capable of 
accepting contactless payments.  These POS contactless capability flags do not impact swiped or key-entered 

transactions, but must be in place when the source of the card data entry is via a contactless device.  If a system 

attempts to send contactless transactions through a MerchantID which does not have the Contactless Capable 

flag enabled, an error of “INVALID DATA” will be returned in the TextResponse sent to the POS.  

In order to support contactless payments, whether it is directly from a RFID chip card or Mobile wallet, the POS 

developer utilizes an additional Account level data element in the XML request:  

<AccountSource>Contactless</AccountSource> 

 This tag and value are submitted only for transactions which are contactless.  If a transaction is magnetically 

swiped or manually entered, the XML will not change from what is presently used.   

XML Example Request: Contactless non-encrypted Credit Sale transaction Request  

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<TStream> 
 <Transaction> 
  <MerchantID>595901</MerchantID> 
  <OperatorID>test</OperatorID> 
  <TranType>Credit</TranType> 
  <PartialAuth>Allow</PartialAuth> 
  <TranCode>Sale</TranCode> 
  <InvoiceNo>123</InvoiceNo> 
  <Memo>Example POS 1.18</Memo> 
  <RefNo>123</RefNo> 
  <Account> 
   <AccountSource>Contactless</AccountSource> 
   <Track2>5499990123456781=0908101543219871234</Track2> 
   <Name>TEST MPS</Name>  
  </Account> 
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Swiped Transactions Sent as Manual 
It is important to ensure that either the Track1 or Track2 data (but never both) is sent correctly when a card is, in fact, 

swiped locally.  

Corporate Card Support: Level II data – Tax and CustomerCode  
For the lowest rates when processing business/commercial (corporate) cards, it is necessary to supply Tax (as a sub-

field in the Amount field) and CustomerCode (in the TranInfo Element) with all credit transactions. The use of this 

data lowers rates for retail and supermarket merchants, but not restaurants.  

 Tax: Put the <Tax>9.99</Tax> tag in the Amount section of the XML request. The value format is numeric with 2 

decimal places.  Since the POS already calculates the correct tax amount for each transaction, simply parse the 

actual tax amount from the POS into the Tax tag. The Purchase amount tag will be the total charge, including tax. 

The tax field breaks out the tax amount for Level II reporting purposes only. 

 CustomerCode: Submit <CustomerCode>99999</CustomerCode>in the TranInfo section. The value should be 

either the actual PO number, the merchant’s zip code, or the transaction invoice number. This is sufficient to 

meet the Level II reporting requirements. 

Using Card Security Codes and Address Verification data in Card-Not-Present 
Transactions 
Card Verification Data 
CVV2/CVC2 (Cardholder Verification Value)/CID (Amex and Discover) 

CVV2 is a three- or four-digit code found only on the back of a card (for Amex it is on the front of the card), that is 

used in Mail Order/ Telephone Order (MOTO) and eCommerce transactions to determine that the card is physically 

with the customer who is placing the order (since the code can only be found on the card itself). If the CVV value is 

sent with the transaction, the following result codes will be returned in the CVV Result tag:  

M  CVV2/CVC2 Match  
N  CVV2/CVC2 No Match  

P  Not Processed  The Issuer’s system was unavailable or did not respond. 
S CVV2/CVC2 should be on the card, merchant has indicated that CVV2/CVC2 is not present. 
U  Issuer is not certified for CVV2/CVC2 processing  

Figure 66. CVV Result Codes 

CVV is not a factor in lowering Visa/MC costs, but Discover surcharges the merchant $0.50 for each manual 

transaction submitted without CVV2/CID data.  

☞  Note For some transactions a non-matching CVV may cause the transaction to be declined with either a 

“DECLINE” message or “DECLINE-CV2 FAIL.” Developers should make some provision to advise the merchant of a 
bad CVV match so that the merchant can opt to void the transaction since the transaction is more likely to be a 
chargeback risk.  

3 Recommendation 

 If the POS receives incomplete swipe data from the card reader, it should not extract the account number 

and expiration date and send a manual transaction without sending a prompt to inform the merchant.  

 If a manual transaction is unavoidable, the POS should prompt the merchant to enter AVS (Address 

Verification Service) and CVV2/CID data.  

� A good AVS match on a manual transaction may result in a lower rate for the merchant (except for 

restaurants). Discover surcharges the merchants $0.50 for each manual transaction submitted without 

CVV2/CID data.  

Please refer to the card-not-present section below for details on supporting manual transactions.  
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Address Verification Service (AVS)  
Cards that are swiped incur the lowest 
processing rates. Mail, telephone and 
eCommerce orders without cards present 
incur higher rates as they are considered 
higher risk.  Though not impacting the 
actual authorization approval, a better 
processing rate is achieved for some 
merchants (retail, QSR) if address 
information is supplied when the card is not 
swiped. This is referred to as Address 
Verification Service (AVS).  
 Minimum AVS requirements include a 

five numeric digit ZIP code.  
Additionally the numeric values of the 
credit card billing address may be used. 
The nine digit zip is also acceptable, no 
spaces or hyphens allowed.  

 The AVS request data elements include Address and Zip. Example: 

<AVS> 
 <Address>4Corporate Square</Address>  

 <Zip>30329</Zip>  
</AVS> 

The AVS response will return a single alpha value indicating the quality of the match that was obtained. See Appendix 
4 for a complete list of AVS result codes.  
 Not submitting AVS on keyed transactions affects processing cost in all merchant categories (SIC codes). 
 It is recommended to leave it up to the merchant to decide if non-matches should be accepted or reversed. 
 For better rates with Visa and MasterCard on keyed transactions, submit AVS, with at least the zip code. 
 For better rates with Discover on keyed transactions, submit AVS with street address and zip code. 
 For Amex, submit AVS with street address and zip code. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

3 Recommendation 
 AVS matching is only done on the numeric value of Address and 

Zip fields.  Always send the zip and then, optionally, address.  
Never just send the address or send an address that starts with 
alpha values such as “PO Box.”    

☞  Note  Maximum length for the Address field is 20 characters, 
alpha-numeric.  

 Although the match response has no effect on the transaction 
approval, developers should make some provision to advise the 
merchant of a bad AVS match so the merchant can opt to void 
the transaction. The transaction is more likely to be a chargeback 
risk for the merchant without a match. Although a matching 
AVSResponse is not a guarantee in the event of a chargeback 
dispute, it is a card brand best practice and does supply a higher 
level of fraud protection.   
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APPENDIX 2:  Transactions Supported on the Mercury Platform 
Trancodes 

TranType TranCode Swipe Manual 

Credit 
 
 
 
 
 

Sale                        
 

x x 

Return x x 

PreAuth                 
 

x x 

PreAuthCapture  
 

x x 

VoidSale x x 

VoidReturn x x 

VoiceAuth x x 

Adjust x x 

Reversal (VoidSale + AcqRefData +ProcessData) uses PartialAuth=Allow set on original request x x 

Tokenization Initial request for Credit Sale and PreAuth TranCodes requesting Token Record and Frequency x x 

All “ByRecordNo” requests for all Credit TranCodes  (See below) 

 

x 

US PIN Debit 
 

Sale                        (Allows Cash Back) x 

 Return
 

x 

 Canadian 
Debit 
 
 
 

Sale x 

 Return x 

 KeyChange 

  
Sale with Gratuity x 

 Canadian 
EMV 

Credit and Debit supported—See section on EMV for full details x x 

FSA FSASale x x 

ReverseFSASale x x 

EBT 
 
 
 
 

Foodstamp Sale x x 

Foodstamp Return x x 

Foodstamp – Balance x x 

Cash Sale  (Allows Cash Back)
 

x x 

Cash Balance x x 

Foodstamp - Voucher 

 

x 

CheckAuth 
 

DL Format x x 

MICR Format x 

 Admin 
 
 

BatchSummary 

  BatchClear (Supported only for Batch capture close method) 

  BatchClose 

  Gift Issue x x 
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TranType TranCode Swipe Manual 

(Prepaid) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sale x x 

Return x x 

VoidSale x x 

VoidReturn x x 

Balance x x 

NoNSFSale x x 

CardLookup CardLookup x x 

 
 

Initial Token Request and Subsequent Use 
 

Credit TranCodes Used to Request a Token TranCodes for Subsequent Use of Token 

Sale SaleByRecordNo 

Return ReturnByRecordNo 

VoidSale VoidSaleByRecordNo 

VoidReturn VoidReturnByRecordNo 

PreAuth PreAuthByRecordNo 

PreAuthCapture PreAuthCaptureByRecordNo 

Adjust AdjustByRecordNo 

FSASale FSASaleByRecordNo 

ReverseFSASale ReverseFSASaleByRecordNo 

CardLookUp n/a 
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APPENDIX 3: Mercury Platform, DSIClientX Error, Exception, and Status 
Response Messaging 

DSI Server Specific (TCP/IP) 
Code Description 

002000  Password Verified 

002001  Queue Full 

002002  Password Failed – Disconnecting 

002003  System Going Offline 

002004  Disconnecting Socket 

002006  Refused ‘Max Connections’ 

002008  Duplicate Serial Number Detected 

002009  Password Failed (Client / Server) 

002010  Password failed (Challenge / Response) 

002011  Internal Server Error – Call Provider 
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DSIClientX Specific (TCP/IP) 
Code Description Code Description 

001001  General Failure 004019  TStream Type Missing 

001003  Invalid Command Format 004020  Could Not Encrypt Response- Call Provider 

001004  Insufficient Fields 009999  Unknown Error 

001006  Global API Not Initialized 100201  Invalid Transaction Type 

001007  Timeout on Response 100202  Invalid Operator ID 

001011  Empty Command String 100203  Invalid Memo 

003002  In Process with server 100204  Invalid Account Number 

003003  Socket Error sending request 100205  Invalid Expiration Date 

003004  Socket already open or in use 100206  Invalid Authorization Code 

003005  Socket Creation Failed 100207  Invalid Authorization Code 

003006  Socket Connection Failed 100208  Invalid Authorization Amount 

003007  Connection Lost 100209  Invalid Cash Back Amount 

003008  TCP/IP Failed to Initialize 100210  Invalid Gratuity Amount 

003009  Control failed to find branded serial 

(password lookup failed) 

100211  Invalid Purchase Amount 

003010  Time Out waiting for server response 100212  Invalid Magnetic Stripe Data 

003011  Connect Cancelled 100213  Invalid PIN Block Data 

003012  128 bit CryptoAPI failed 100214  Invalid Derived Key Data 

003014  Threaded Auth Started Expect Response 

Event (Note it is possible the event could fire 

before the function returns.) 

100215  Invalid State Code 

003017  Failed to start Event Thread. 100216  Invalid Date of Birth 

003050  XML Parse Error 100217  Invalid Check Type 

003051  All Connections Failed 100218  Invalid Routing Number 

003052  Server Login Failed 100219  Invalid TranCode 

003053  Initialize Failed 100220  Invalid Merchant ID 

004001  Global Response Length Error (Too Short) 100221  Invalid TStream Type 

004002  Unable to Parse Response from Global 

(Indistinguishable) 

100222  Invalid Batch Number 

004003  Global String Error 100223  Invalid Batch Item Count 

004004  Weak Encryption Request Not Supported 100224  Invalid MICR Input Type 

004005  Clear Text Request Not Supported 100225  Invalid Driver’s License 

004010  Unrecognized Request Format 100226  Invalid Sequence Number 

004011  Error Occurred While Decrypting Request 100227  Invalid Pass Data 

004017  Invalid Check Digit 100228  Invalid Card Type 

004018  Merchant ID Missing   
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APPENDIX 4: AVS Response Codes 
The AVSResponse codes values and match descriptions vary slightly from card brand: 
 

Code VISA MC DISC (MPS Platform) AMEX 

A Address matches, Zip does not. Address matches, postal code 
does not 

Address matches, Zip 
does not. 

Billing address only 
correct 

B Street address match. Postal code not 
verified: incompatible formats 

      

C Street address and postal code not 
verified: incompatible formats 

      

D Street Address and postal codes 
match (International transactions) 

      

G Address information not verified  for 
International transaction 

      

I Address information not verified 
(International transaction) 

      

M Street address and postal code match 
(International transactions) 

      

N No match Neither address nor postal 
code match 

Nothing Matches Billing address and postal 
code are both incorrect 

P Postal code match. Street address not 
verified due to incompatible formats 

      

R Retry; System unavailable or timed 
out 

Retry: System unable to 
process 

Retry, system unable to 
process. 

System available: Retry. 

S   AVS currently not supported AVS not supported SE not allowed function 

T     9-digit ZIP matches, 
address does not 

  

U Address not verified. Issuer not AVS 
participant or AVS data was present 
but issuer did not return result.  

No data from issuer/ 
authorization system 

No data from 
issuer/authorization 
system 

  

W   For U.S. addresses, 9-digit 
postal code matches, address 
does not; for address outside 
the U.S. postal code matches, 
address does not. 

Nine-digit Zip Code 
matches, address does 
not 

  

X   For U.S. addresses, 9-digit 
postal code and address 
match; for address outside the 
U.S. postal code and address 
match 

All digits match, nine-
digit Zip Code 

  

Y Street address and postal code match For U.S. addresses, 5-digit 
postal code matches, address 
matches. 

All digits match 5-digit 
ZIP code 

Yes, billing address and 
postal code are both 
correct 

Z Postal/ZIP matches; street address 
does not match not included 

For U.S. addresses, 5-digit 
postal code matches, address 
does not. 

5-digit ZIP code matches, 
address does not 

Billing postal code only 
correct 
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General Response Categories TextResponse  
Suggested Verbiage for 

Response Remarks 

PIC UP,  

EXCEEDS MAX AMT,  

DECLINE TRY LATER 

Transaction Level Declines:  
Invalid Data Errors 

INVLD ACCT,  

INVALID EX DATE,  

INVALID REFERENCE NUMBER,  

INVLD TRAN CODE,  

INVALID FIELD: ______. 

“Your account information 
has been entered 

incorrectly.  Please try 

again”.  
 

Maximum 3 retries. 

Transaction Level Declines: 
Duplicate Transaction 

(AP*-- signifies duplicate logic 

detected duplicate and did not 

charge the card twice) 

AP DUPE  

“Duplicate transaction data 
has been entered.  

Transaction declined.” 

 

Transaction Level Declines:  
Call Referrals 

CALL AE,  

CALL DISCOVER,  

CALL ND,  

CALL XXXX 

“Your transaction has 
declined: please contact us 

at ###-###-#### to complete 

your transaction. “   

 

Verification Result codes:  
CVV 
 

M=CVV Match 

N=CVV no Match 

P=Not Processed 

DECLINED-CV2 FAIL 

“Your information has been 
entered incorrectly.  Please 

verify and try again.”  
  

Maximum 3 retries, or   

Auto-void upon CVV fail 

response of N, or  

base void on established 

criteria as in >$300.00  

☞ Note  Mercury 

recommends coding 

provisions for Merchant 

level configurable 

attributes. 

Verification Result codes:  
AVS 

(AVS Varies by card brand, all 

single digit alpha characters)  

See Appendix 4  for a list of 

AVS Response Codes.  

“Your information has been 
entered incorrectly.  Please 

verify your retry.”  
 

Maximum 3 retries 

Settlement Response Codes OK,  

INV BAL/SETL,   

MUST BAL NOW 

 Merchant/Shopping 

Cart/Gateway  level only 

Gift Card (PrePaid) Error 
Responses 
 

Invalid Account Number 

Account not Issued 

Account Expired 

Account Already Issued 

Issuance not Authorized 

Insufficient Account Balance 

Mag Stripe Error-Hand Key 

Amount Exceeds Maximum 

Return Not Allowed 

Account Deactivated 

Number of Returns on Card 

over Limit 

Account in Use 

Could not VoidIssue 

“We’re Sorry, your 
transaction has declined: 

xxx. 

  

 

All gift transaction error 

verbiage may be passed 

as-is, replacing the xxx. 
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APPENDIX 9: List of Acronyms 
 

Acronym Definition Acronym Definition 

AVS Address Verification Service P2PE Point-to-Point Encryption 

BID Business ID PABP Payment Application Best Practices 

CAT Customer Attended Terminal PA-DSS Payment Application Data Security Standard 

CISP Cardholder Information Security Program PAN Personal Account Number 

CVV Cardholder Verification Value PA-QSA Payment Application Qualified Security Assessor 

DES Data Encryption Standards PCI Payment Card Industry 

DUKPT Derived Unique Key Per Transaction PCI DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 

E2E End-to-End Encryption PCI PED Payment Card Industry PIN Entry Device 

EMV Europay, MasterCard and VISA (Canada only) PCI PTS Payment Card Industry PIN transaction Security 

FNS Food and Nutrition Services PCI SSC Payment Card Industry Security Standards 
Council 

FSA Flexible Spending Account PED PIN Entry Device 

FSA Flexible Spending Account PIN Personal Identification Number 

HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act 

POS Point of Sale 

IIAS Inventory Information Approval System PSCS Payment Systems Configuration Server (Datacap) 

KB Keyboard PTS PIN Transaction Security 

KSN Key Serial Number PVV Pin Verification Values 

MID Merchant ID QPS Quick Payment Service 

MMID Multiple Merchant ID QSR Quick Service Restaurant 

MMT Multiple-Merchant Tokenization SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 

MOTO Mail Order/Telephone Order TDES Triple Data Encryption Standards 

  TID Terminal ID 
 

  

   


